Ingredients for Successful Relationships
Some relationships are just plain “not good” to be in while others are worth investing your time
and energy. How do you decide which ones are which? This questionnaire is a great place to start
to understand what makes relationships successful and healthy. There are three important steps
that you need to take in order to make sure that you have the right ingredients for a great
relationship.
Step One. Screen’ em Before You Date ‘em.
If you are looking for a true soul mate, you need to screen the other person before you make a
commitment (date, marry, have sex). The seven characteristics below can put your relationship at
risk and are not easily fixed. Read each statement and circle “Yes,” “No,” or “Unknown.”
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Lack of Character.
He/she is an honest and trustworthy person.
Poor Self Image.
He/she knows him/her self well.
(They are emotionally healthy.)
Addictions/Emotional Problems.
He/she is free from any addictions (alcohol, drugs, sex,
pornography) or any behavioral problems.
Anger Management.
He/she has never exploded in anger or hit me.
Critical Attitude.
He/she has never criticized me or put me down.
Family Expectations.
We both agree on how many children we want.
If there are children from a previous relationship, we both
understand who is the authority in raising them.
Family Background.
Your family approves of him/her.
I get along well with her/his family.

Yes

No

Unknown

Yes

No

Unknown

Yes

No

Unknown

Yes

No

Unknown

Yes

No

Unknown

Yes

No

Unknown

Yes

No

Unknown

Yes
Yes

No
No

Unknown
Unknown

If you answered “No” to any of these questions, that is a red flag. You should not enter into a
relationship with this person until he/she has received some counseling. If you are in a
relationship already with this person, you both should seek counseling or consider ending the
relationship. Talking to someone here at the Center will be very helpful as you work through
some of these issues.
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Step Two. Play the Matching Game.
If you are in a relationship with someone, you need to seriously consider the 16 areas on the list
below and find that you have quite a few good matches. Put a checkmark beside those where you and
your partner match. If you are not in a relationship right now, put a check mark beside those where
it’s important to you that you and your future mate match. Then, remember these things when you
begin “looking.”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intellect. We are at the same intellectual level. Meaning, we both have a similar ability to
comprehend or understand things.
Energy. Our energy levels match. For example, we both like to keep busy or we both are
laid back.
Spirituality. Our faith is the same. We believe the same things regarding God, prayer,
church, etc.
Education. We both have the same level of education. For example, we both graduated
from high school or we both dropped out of high school.
Physical Appearance. Our appearances are about the same. For example, on a scale of
1-10 we would both be close to the same number.
Sense of Humor. We both find humor in the same things.
Mood Management. Our moods are basically the same. One of us doesn’t have wide
mood fluctuations; or if one does, the other is tolerant of it.
How You Live Life. We both approach life the same way. We both like to plan
everything or we both just like to “go with the flow.”
Ambition. We have approximately the same amount of life ambition. For example, we
both have dreams and goals that we want to pursue or neither one of us is too ambitious about
life.
Chemistry. We have good chemistry. If we were married, there would be great sexual
passion.
Artistic Passion. We have similar interests like art, reading, music, and entertainment.
Values. We care about the same social issues (world hunger, AIDS, abortion), political
issues (Republican, Democrat, Independent), and environmental issues.
Work. We are both hard workers. Or, we both don’t like to work too hard.
Curiosity. We both “need to know more” about the world or we both are fine with little
information.
Vitality and Security.
Girls answer this: This guy can provide me with money and security.
Guys answer this: This girl is healthy and strong enough to have my child.
Loner vs. Can’t Be Separated. We both like our space or we both are “attached at the
hip.”

If you are in a relationship now and did not have a lot of matches, list the matches that are the most
important:

If you are currently not in a relationship, now is the perfect time to figure out what you are looking
for in a spouse. Rank each area above according to your most important matches. (1= Most
Important)
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Step Three. Making It Work.
The work is never done in a relationship. Couples who are married (or who are in a stable
relationship) still need to “manage” certain personality and character traits. This list consists of
some important areas that you will need to work on continually. Growth in these areas always
makes a relationship stronger. Rate your relationship:
•

Communication. You both must want to communicate and have the same ability to
communicate. Women usually want more communication than men do. Marriages can
get into trouble if one partner wants to talk and the other is not interested. Learn to
communicate well and often. (1=We don’t communicate well at all. 5=We communicate
great.)
1

•

2

3

4

5

Conflict Resolution. There is conflict in every relationship. How you deal with it
determines if your marriage will survive and thrive or suffer and end. It’s important to
learn the skills that help you work through issues. (1=We don’t resolve conflict well.
5=We resolve conflict well.)
1

2

3

4

5

•

Sociability.
How shy are you in a crowd? (1= Very shy 5=Very outgoing)
1
2
3
4
5
How shy is he/she in a crowd? (1=Very shy 5=Very outgoing)
1
2
3
4
5

•

Kindness. This is the second most important quality to look for in a mate. This quality
will enrich and deepen your marriage relationship. How kind would you say your mate
is? (1= Not kind at all. 5= Very kind.)
1

•

2

3

4

5

Strong-willed vs. Submissive. When both partners are strong-willed and don’t
compromise, they will go to war with each other. When both are submissive, their
relationship also suffers. In successful relationships, there are moderate amounts of both
of these qualities and willingness to compromise.
Put a mark on this line where you think you are:
__________________________________________
Strong-willed
Submissive
Put a mark on this line where you think he/she is:
__________________________________________
Strong-willed
Submissive
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After completing Step Three, what area(s) stand out as the ones where your relationship needs
the most work?

In which area are you simply not willing to settle for less than the best?

"Ingredients for Successful Relationships" is a Heartbeat International adaptation of excerpts taken from Date or
Soul Mate, How to Know if Someone is Worth Pursuing in Two Dates or Less, by Dr. Neil Warren. Used with
Permission.
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